2?2	NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS
Kingdom. In the example given above, for instance, the
plaintiff would be unable to rely upon the exception as against
the French drawer.
In the second place, the exception is limited to a suit in
which the plaintiff seeks to enforce payment of the bill. It
has been held, for instance, that an action brought by a holder
for a declaration that he is not liable to repay the amount
received by him from the acceptor is not an action for 'en-
forcing payment' within the meaning of the Statute.1 The point,
however, is not free from doubt.2
j Interpretation.
he Bills of Exchange Act, 1882, provides that:
Lex kd        The interpretation of the drawing, indorsement, acceptance or
contracts    acceptance supra protest of a bill is determined by the law of the place
governs	r	,     *      *      .	.	J	** - - - c - r
s      where such contract is made.3
If, for example, a bill drawn in Poland and accepted in
London is expressed to be payable in Holland, the question
whether the acceptance is general or qualified is determinable
by English law.4
Meaning of The difficulty is to ascertain the sense in which the word
tnt*rfret?on 'interpretation* is employed by the Act. Normally interpreta-
tion indicates the process by which certain expressions are
construed and their legal meaning determined, as occurs, for
instance, where it is decided that the words written by an
acceptor indicate a qualified acceptance. But unfortunately
there is high judicial authority for the view that interpretation
in the present section covers not merely questions of construc-
tion but also questions relating to the legal effect, i.e. to the
essential validity, of the various contracts contained in a bill,5
If this is true it means that whether, say, an indorsement con-
stitutes an effective transfer of a bill must in all cases be deter-
mined according to the law of the place where the indorsement
1	Guaranty Trust Co. of New York v. Hannay, [1918] i KJB. 43, Bailhache J.;
but see Scrutton LJ. in the Court of Appeal, [1918] 2 K.B. 623, 670, where the
case was decided oa a different ground.
2	Falconbridge, op. cit, pp. 325-7.
3	S. 72 (2).
4	Bank Pohki v. Mulder 6T Co., [1942] i K.B. 497. Cp. Sanders v. St. Helens
SmfhingCo. (1906), 39 Nova Scotia L.R. 370, cited Byles on Bills, p. 310.
5	4fackv.$mid9[ify2\ i Ch.i,tf9*$6iEml>incos v.Anglo-Austrian Bank,
[1905] i K.B. 677, 683, 686; Kucklin et Cie v. Kcstenbaum, [1927] i K.B.
889, 899.	y /J

